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Retrograde migration supplies resident memory
T cells to lung-draining LN after influenza infection
J. Michael Stolley1,2, Timothy S. Johnston1,2, Andrew G. Soerens1,2, Lalit K. Beura1,2,4, Pamela C. Rosato1,2, Vineet Joag1,2,
Sathi P. Wijeyesinghe1,2, Ryan A. Langlois1,2, Kevin C. Osum1,2, Jason S. Mitchell2,3, and David Masopust1,2

Numerous observations indicate that resident memory T cells (TRM) undergo unusually rapid attrition within the lung. Here
we demonstrate that contraction of lung CD8+ T cell responses after influenza infection is contemporized with egress of
CD69+/CD103+ CD8+ T cells to the draining mediastinal LN via the lymphatic vessels, which we term retrograde migration.
Cells within the draining LN retained canonical markers of lung TRM, including CD103 and CD69, lacked Ly6C expression (also
a feature of lung TRM), maintained granzyme B expression, and did not equilibrate among immunized parabiotic mice.
Investigations of bystander infection or removal of the TCR from established memory cells revealed that the induction of the
TRM phenotype was dependent on antigen recognition; however, maintenance was independent. Thus, local lung infection
induces CD8+ T cells with a TRM phenotype that nevertheless undergo retrograde migration, yet remain durably committed to
the residency program within the draining LN, where they provide longer-lived regional memory while chronicling previous
upstream antigen experiences.

Introduction
CD8+ resident memory T cells (TRM) derive from recently acti-
vated T cells that migrate to nonlymphoid tissue (NLT), typically
during the clonal expansion phase of an immune response
(Hofmann and Pircher, 2011; Masopust et al., 2010; Mueller and
Mackay, 2016). TRM are defined by migration, remaining parked
in situ without recirculating between the tissue of residence and
blood. Residency is a mechanism for regionalizing immuno-
surveillance and provides a means to bias immunity to specific
compartments (Farber et al., 2014; Masopust and Soerens, 2019;
Mueller et al., 2013; Park and Kupper, 2015; Shin and Iwasaki,
2013). TRM at barrier sites have been shown to accelerate pro-
tection against reinfection (Gebhardt et al., 2009; Glennie et al.,
2015; Jiang et al., 2012; Teijaro et al., 2011), may be associated
with tumor control (Amsen et al., 2018; Ganesan et al., 2017;
Malik et al., 2017; Nizard et al., 2017; Park et al., 2019), and may
also maintain certain allergic and autoimmune diseases (Clark,
2015; Hondowicz et al., 2016; Riding and Harris, 2019). CD8+ TRM

often express CD69 andmay also express CD103. However, CD69
is not a perfectly reliable marker for residence (Beura et al.,
2018; Walsh et al., 2019), and TRM likely express other tissue-
associated markers, although this remains incompletely defined.

Residence is the dominant mechanism by which NLT are
patrolled (Sathaliyawala et al., 2013; Steinert et al., 2015; Thome
et al., 2014). In contrast, LNs are canonically patrolled by re-
circulating cells (Gowans and Knight, 1964). This includes naive
T cells but also central memory T cells (von Andrian and
Mackay, 2000). However, populations of CD4+ and CD8+ TRM

have been reported in LNs (Beura et al., 2019; Marriott et al.,
2017; Schenkel et al., 2014; Ugur et al., 2014). These appear to be
rare after primary infections in mice but are potentially abun-
dant in humans and “dirty” mice with normalized microbial
experience (Beura et al., 2018; Buggert et al., 2018; Kumar et al.,
2017; Sathaliyawala et al., 2013; Woon et al., 2016). CD69+

memory CD8+ T cells have been demonstrated in mediastinal LN
(medLN), which drain the lung, after respiratory infections in
mice (Lee et al., 2011; Takamura et al., 2010; Zammit et al.,
2006). At the time, this phenomenon was attributed to recent
stimulation by antigen depots recognized by recirculating
memory T cells and was consistent with a model by which air-
way memory T cells were maintained by continual recruitment
from the circulation (Ely et al., 2006; Takamura et al., 2010).
Importantly, these early studies relied on perfusion to ostensibly
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remove vascular contaminants from the lung, a technique that
fails to eliminate abundant memory CD8+ T cells within lung
vasculature (Anderson et al., 2012). I.v. labeling is now a widely
accepted technique to distinguish cells within blood vessels from
those within tissues. Indeed, recent papers using i.v. labeling
have challenged the “continual recruitment” hypothesis, dem-
onstrating instead that lung interstitial TRM replenish waning
airway epithelial memory (Takamura et al., 2019; Wein et al.,
2019). Furthermore, CD8+ T cells isolated from the medLNs of
influenza-immune parabiotic mice displayed a strong host bias
and were CD69+ (Takamura et al., 2016). These findings raise
questions of interpretation about the previously inferred on-
togeny of CD69+ memory CD8+ T cells in the medLN.

Reports from our laboratory demonstrated that recall in-
fections in the skin or reproductive mucosa result in expanded
populations of TRM in draining LNs. Furthermore, we provided
evidence that these cells were at one time present in the up-
stream NLT (Beura et al., 2018). This study left several open
questions: whether cells that had committed to TRM differenti-
ation were capable of tissue egress, whether tonic antigen or
TCR stimulation was required to maintain CD69 expression,
whether recall responses were required to bias secondary lym-
phoid organ (SLO) TRM to regional LNs, and whether primary
infections could result in the regionalization of immunity within
lymphoid tissue.

Several reports indicate that TRM are particularly short lived
within the lung compared with other tissues (Hogan et al., 2001;
Liang et al.,1994; Slütter et al., 2017; Wu et al., 2014). This im-
permanence may relate to the unique incompatibility of in-
flammation with gas exchange, and thus robust T cell responses
within the respiratory mucosa may incur a fitness cost. More-
over, the fact that the lung is vascularized by narrow capillaries
may afford other means of local immunosurveillance (Sakai
et al., 2016). Conventionally, the rapid waning of lung TRM is
attributed to death either in situ or via efflux by the mucociliary
elevator (Ely et al., 2006; Slütter et al., 2017). Here we demon-
strate that contraction of lung CD8+ T cell responses after in-
fluenza infection is also a result of the repositioning of lung TRM

to the draining medLN via retrograde migration.

Results
A substantive subset of influenza-specific memory CD8+

T cells isolated from medLN express residency markers
We used an adoptive transfer model to study cellular immunity
to influenza virus infection. Here, naive Thy1.1+ P14 cells
(transgenic CD8+ T cells recognizing H-2Db/gp33-41) were
transferred to SPF C57Bl/6 recipients 1 d before i.n. infection
with 500 PFU of recombinant IAV/PR8 expressing the im-
munodominant gp33 epitope from lymphocytic choriomeningi-
tis virus (LCMV; PR8-gp33). We observed that the identifying
P14 marker, Thy1.1, was expressed at higher levels among P14
cells in lung than all nondraining SLOs analyzed (inguinal LN
shown, Fig. 1 A). However, the lung-draining medLN contained
both Thy1.1bright and Thy1.1dim P14 cells (∼50% of each popula-
tion 85 d after infection; Fig. 1, A and B). Further analysis
revealed that Thy1.1bright P14 cells recovered from medLN

expressed flow cytometry staining patterns in common with
their counterparts isolated from lung tissue (i.v. staining nega-
tive), including CD103hi, ITGb7hi, CD69+, CD62Llo, and Ly6Clo. In
contrast, medLN Thy1.1dim P14 cells phenocopied putative re-
circulating counterparts in distant SLOs (Fig. 1, C and D). Be-
cause this phenotype has been associated with residence, this
raised the possibility that the medLN harbored a substantive
fraction of TRM after respiratory infection and that residence
correlated with elevated Thy1.1 expression. In support of this
hypothesis, after PR8-gp33 infection, the relative abundance of
P14 cells was higher in medLN compared with LNs that did not
drain the lung, as visualized by immunofluorescence (IF) mi-
croscopy or isolation and subsequent flow cytometric analysis of
mechanically dissociated LNs (Fig. 1, E and F). Anecdotally, P14
cells appeared to be overrepresented in the capsule and follicle
of the medLN compared with other LNs, and Thy1.1 appeared to
stain more brightly in these regions (Fig. 1 F).

Parabiosis surgery reveals that a substantive fraction of
influenza-specific memory CD8+ T cells in the medLN are TRM
We next used a migration assay to test whether the medLN
contained bona fide TRM, and if so, how that property might
relate to CD103 and Ly6C expression. For this, CD45.1+ or Thy1.1+

P14 cells were transferred into separate mice followed by i.n.
PR8-gp33 infection (Fig. 2 A). 33 d later, mice underwent par-
abiosis surgery and were conjoined for an additional 23 d, after
which various tissues were assessed for the presence of P14 cells
of host and partner origin. Corroborating previous reports
(Takamura et al., 2019, 2016; Teijaro et al., 2011; Van Braeckel-
Budimir et al., 2018; Zammit et al., 2006), the lung parenchyma
and airways largely contained P14 cells of host origin (Fig. 2, B
and D), indicating that lung immune surveillance was domi-
nated by TRM in this setting. Interestingly, analysis of memory
P14 cells in the medLN also revealed a significant host bias
specifically attributed to CD103+ Ly6Clo cells (a population ac-
counting for roughly half of the total host-derived medLN P14
cells in these mice; Fig. 2, C and D). In contrast, CD103neg Ly6C+

P14 cells in the medLN, in addition to P14 cells isolated from
other nondraining SLOs, were fully equilibrated. The absence of
Ly6C was the most accurate single predictor of residency in the
medLN, although coexpression of CD103 further refined iden-
tification of this population (Fig. 2 D). Notably, P14 cells collected
from the right ventricle of the heart and i.v.pos fraction of the
lung were fully equilibrated, arguing against a closed migratory
circuit between the lungs, medLN, and blood (Fig. 2 E). In con-
clusion, in addition to conventional LN patrolling by re-
circulating memory CD8+ T cells, surveillance of the medLNs of
influenza immune mice is augmented by the presence of a
substantive population of local CD103+ Ly6Clo residents. These
data suggest that after local primary lung infections, immuno-
surveillance can be biased to regional LNs through the mecha-
nism of residence.

TCR-independent maintenance of CD69+ medLN TRM
CD69 is transiently up-regulated upon TCR stimulation, and
previous reports attributed the presence of CD69+ memory
T cells in the medLN to transient TCR activation by a depot of
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residual antigen (Lee et al., 2011; Takamura et al., 2010; Zammit
et al., 2006). It had also been suggested that the route of priming
(i.n. vs. i.p.) influences the ability of circulating memory T cells
to access residual antigen in the medLN (Takamura et al., 2010).
Our observations following parabiosis indicated that CD69

expression (in addition to other markers) on memory P14 cells
after influenza infection was consistent with residency but did
not address the role of tonic antigen stimulation in maintaining
this phenotype. Naive P14 cells were labeled with the cell-
division tracking dye CTV and subsequently transferred to

Figure 1. A substantive subset of influenza-specific memory CD8+ T cells isolated from the medLN express residency markers. (A) Mice received
Thy1.1 P14 cells 1 d before i.n. infection with PR8-gp33. 85 d later, Thy1.1 expression was measured on P14 cells isolated from medLN by flow cytometry.
(B) Ratio of Thy1.1bright to Thy1.1dim P14 cells isolated from the indicated tissues (plots were gated on the i.v.neg fraction of Thy1.1+ CD8+ T cells). Data displayed
on a log2 scale, and numbers above bars represent ratio of Thy1.1bright to Thy1.1dim. (C and D) Phenotype of P14 cells described in A. Shaded quadrants highlight
TRM phenotypes. (E) Ratio of Thy1.1+ P14 CD8+ T cells isolated from medLN versus lung nondraining SLO (40–60 d after i.n. influenza infection). Frequency of
medLN P14 cells among total medLN CD8+ T cells set at 1. iLN, inguinal LN; cLN, cervical LN; mesLN, mesenteric LN. Scale is log2. (F)Histological comparison of
P14 cell abundance and Thy1.1 staining intensity within the medLN and iLN 60 d after influenza infection. Data are represented as mean ± SEM. ***, P < 0.001
as determined by unpaired Student’s t test, comparing medLN to any other LN. Data are pooled from two (A–D; n = 8) or three (E; n = 11) independent
experiments.
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mice that had been infected with PR8-gp33 40 d earlier (Fig. 3
A). Fig. 3 (B–D) demonstrates that donor naive T cells (shown in
gray) failed to adopt a TRM phenotype or proliferate (as assessed
by dilution of CTV) in this setting, which at least suggested that
CD103+ Thy1.1bright antigen–experienced P14 cells (shown in
blue) could be maintained in an environment lacking sufficient
antigen to sensitize naive T cells.

To further test whether i.n. priming predisposed circulating
memory CD8+ T cells to adopt TRM markers by migrating to the
medLN, memory P14 cells expressing dissimilar congenic
markers were isolated from the spleens of mice that were in-
fected either i.n. with PR8-gp33 or i.p. with LCMV (Armstrong
strain) and cotransferred into recipient mice challenged 30 d
earlier with PR8-gp33 i.n. or LCMV i.p. (Fig. 3 E). Despite a
productive lung infection in PR8-gp33 immune recipients (as

evidenced by abundant i.v.neg CD8+ T cells in the lung; Fig. 3 G),
transferred memory P14 cells failed to accumulate in the medLN
(Fig. 3 F) or express markers associated with tissue residency
(Fig. 3 H and not depicted), regardless of whether they had been
primed i.n. or i.p. before transfer. These results differed from
previously reported conclusions (Takamura et al., 2010), which
may relate to different influenza infection models (X-31 vs. PR8
strains) or interpretation of previous data in the absence of i.v.
labeling. Nevertheless, these data demonstrate that i.n. primed
memory T cells do not preferentially return to their LN of origin
and further support a model by which medLN TRM are main-
tained independently of residual influenza antigens.

To categorically eliminate a role for residual antigen in the
maintenance of CD69 expression, we used inducible ub-CreERT2 ×
TracFL mice (hereafter iTCR−/− mice), enabling the temporal

Figure 2. Parabiosis surgery reveals that a substantive fraction of influenza-specific memory CD8+ T cells in the medLN are TRM. (A) Left: C57/Bl6
(CD45.2) recipient mice received CD45.1+ P14 or Thy1.1+ P14 cells 1 d before i.n. infection with PR8-gp33. 33 d later, mice were conjoined by parabiosis for an
additional 23 d before sacrifice (SAC) to allow equilibration of the circulating memory compartment between parabiotic partners. Right: Phenotype of cells to
be analyzed in subsequent panels: Q1 (CD103− Ly6Chi), Q2 (CD103+ Ly6Chi), Q3 (CD103+ Ly6Clo), and Q4 (CD103− Ly6Clo). (B) I.v.neg P14 cells isolated from
lungs. (C) Representative flow cytometry plots demonstrating the degree of equilibration among cells in Q1 (CD103− Ly6Chi) and Q3 (CD103+ Ly6Clo) within
host medLNs. H, host-derived; P, partner-derived P14 cells. (D) Enumeration of host and partner P14 cells (left) and percentage resident (right) within the
indicated tissues or phenotypic subsets present in the medLN of parabionts. Data are representative of 12 parabiotic partners (6 pairs) analyzed over two
independent experiments. *, P < 0.05; ****, P < 0.0001 as determined by one-way ANOVA comparing CD103− Ly6Chi P14 cells in Q1 (denoted by symbol ¤) to
any other tissue. Bars represent mean ± SEM. (E) Ratio of host- and partner-derived P14 cells isolated from peripheral blood, right ventricular blood, or the
i.v.pos fraction of the lung (n = 4).
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elimination of the TCR in vivo (Levine et al., 2014). Here, it was
essential to design an experiment that allowed identification of
virus-specific CD8+ T cells, albeit without the use of an MHC
class I tetramer (Fig. 4 A). Thy1.1+/CD45.2+ WT and Thy1.2+/
CD45.2+ iTCR−/− mice were each infected with LCMV, resulting

in the expansion of polyclonal gp33-specific CD8+ T cells. 30 d
later, splenocytes from both mice were combined such that the
ratio of gp33-specific cells of WT or iTCR−/− origin was ∼1:1 (as
determined by tetramer staining). Cells were then co-
transferred into naive CD45.1+ recipients and infected 1 d later

Figure 3. CD69+/CD103+ memory T cells are maintained in an environment lacking sufficient antigen to sensitize naive or memory T cells.
(A) Experimental strategy. 106 naive CD45.1+ P14 cells were labeled with CTV and transferred into mice infected 40 d earlier with PR8-gp33 and containing
Thy1.1+ memory P14 cells. SAC, sacrifice. (B) Phenotype of Thy1.1+ (memory) and CD45.1+ (recently transferred naive cells). (C) Enumeration of CD103+ CD69+

expression among Thy1.1+ (memory) and CD45.1+ (transferred naive) cells as in B. Bars represent mean ± SEM. ****, P < 0.0001 as determined by unpaired
Student’s t test. (D) CTV retention on CD45.1+ cells isolated from iLN or medLN 7 d after transfer. Data in A–D represent eight mice analyzed over two
independent experiments. (E) Left: Experimental strategy to test whether i.n. priming predisposed circulating memory CD8+ T cells to adopt TRM markers by
migrating into the medLN. Right: Congenically distinct memory P14s generated from i.n. PR8-gp33 (Thy1.1+) or i.p. LCMV (CD45.1+) infection were co-
transferred into mice challenged 30 d earlier with i.n. PR8-gp33 or i.p. LCMV. (F) Ratio of i.n. to i.p. challenged donor cells recovered from the i.v.neg fraction of
the lung and medLN of i.n. (red circles) or i.p. (black circles) challenged recipients (Recip.). (G) As in F, representative flow cytometry plots displaying
the abundance of donor cells recovered from the spleen and medLN of recipient mice. Histograms are concatenated from five mice from one of two
independent experiments with similar results (n = 9). (H) Left: CD103 and CD69 expression among i.n. (red circles) or i.p. (blue circles) primed cells
recovered from the spleen or medLN of i.n. or i.p. challenged recipient mice. Right: Fraction of endogenous i.v.neg CD8+ T cells isolated from the lungs
of i.n. or i.p. challenged recipients that express CD69 and CD103. Bars represent mean ± SEM. ***, P < 0.001 as determined by unpaired Student’s
t test; ns, not significant.
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with PR8-gp33 (i.n.) to induce a secondary response among
only gp33-specific donor CD8+ T cells. 30 d later, tamoxifen was
administered over the course of a week to selectively ablate the
TCR among iTCR−/−-derived cells, although these CD8+ cells
could still be identified by Thy1.1+/CD45.2+ phenotype and lack
of TCRβ (Fig. 4 E). In vitro peptide stimulation confirmed that
iTCR−/− cells were refractory to peptide-induced IFNγ pro-
duction and thus lacked a functional TCR, although they did
produce IFNγ in response to PMA (Fig. 4 B). Despite this, 40 d
after tamoxifen treatment, iTCR−/− and WT cells were present
at equivalent ratios (Fig. 4 C) and expressed identical levels of
TRM markers including CD69, CD103, and Ly6Clo (Fig. 4, D and
E). These data indicated that medLN TRM could be maintained
independently of tonic antigen or TCR stimulation.

Evidence that antigen in the lung is required for medLN
TRM formation
We next asked if strong local inflammation and recruitment into
the lung parenchyma was sufficient to induce the formation of
medLN TRM. Two infection modalities, termed “staggered” and
“contemporaneous,” were applied to elicit cells of an irrelevant
specificity (in this case, LCMV-specific P14 cells) into the in-
flamed lung. LCMV Armstrong delivered i.p. was chosen be-
cause it induces little infection of the lung, and it does not
generate an appreciable population of lung-resident memory
CD8+ T cells (Anderson et al., 2012; Beura et al., 2015; Steinert
et al., 2015). With the staggered approach, LCMV immune mice
(29 d after infection) harboring circulating memory P14 cells
were seeded with OT-I cells (transgenic CD8+ T cells recognizing

Figure 4. MedLN TRM are maintained inde-
pendently of TCR. (A) Experimental strategy
for generating gp33-specific WT and TCRβneg

cells from a polyclonal repertoire. WT and ub-
CreERT2 × TracFL mice (referred to here as
iTCR−/− mice) were infected with LCMV i.p., and
splenocytes were isolated 30 d later and com-
bined such that the frequency of tetramer+

gp33-specific CD8+ T cells of WT or iTCR−/−

origin were∼1:1. Red shaded quadrants indicate
iTCR−/−-derived tetramer+ cells; gray shaded
quadrants represent WT-derived tetramer+

cells. Cells were cotransferred into congenically
distinct recipient mice subsequently infected
with PR8-gp33 i.n. to establish secondary
memory medLN TRM from both donor sources.
30 d later, mice were treated with tamoxifen
daily for 7 d to ablate the TCR specifically from
iTCR−/−-derived cells. Mice were sacrificed
(SAC) 40 d after the induction of tamoxifen
treatment. (B) In vitro peptide stimulation of
WT and iTCR−/− cocultures confirmed TCRβneg

cells were refractory to peptide reactivation but
could produce IFNγ through a TCR-independent
mechanism (PMA). Data are from one of two
independent experiments with similar results.
(C) Ratio of TCRβneg: WT cells in the spleen,
medLN, lung, and brochoalveolar lavage. (D and
E) Frequency of CD103+, CD69+, and Ly6Clo

cells among transferred WT or TCRβneg memory
CD8+ T cells within the indicated tissues. Gray
shade indicates WT cells; red indicates iTCR−/−

cells in which the TCR was successfully ablated
(as indicated by an absence of TCRβ). iTCR−/−-
derived cells that did not undergo loss of TCR
expression after tamoxifen treatment were in-
cluded within analysis of WT cells. C and D
pooled from 10–12 mice from three indepen-
dent experiments; E shows representative flow
cytometry plots. Bars represent mean ± SEM.
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H-2Kb/SIINFEKL) and subsequently infected with 40 PFU of
recombinant PR8 expressing the SIINFEKL epitope from oval-
bumin (PR8-ova; Fig. 5 A). 12 d later, while numerous P14 cells
gained access to the lung parenchyma (approximately nine
times more than i.p. LCMV infection alone; see Fig. S1), only
OT-I cells acquired a TRM phenotype (Fig. 5, C and D), consistent
with a previously proposed model for lung TRM differentiation
(McMaster et al., 2018). Alternatively, mice were coseeded with
P14 and OT-I cells and contemporaneously infected with LCMV
i.p. and PR8-ova i.n. (Fig. 5 B). This experimental design simi-
larly recruited abundant P14 cells into the lung, presumably
because of inflammation-induced bystander recruitment, and
thus tested the hypothesis that recently primed (LCMV-specific
CD8+ T cells in this case) cells would be permissive to TRM dif-
ferentiation simply by migrating to an infected lung. However,
only OT-I cells became TRM in both the lung and medLN when
assessed 42 d later (Fig. 5 D). The provision of i.n. gp33 antigen
during contemporaneous infection did not enhance the ability of
P14 cells to accumulate or convert to a TRM phenotype in the
medLN (Fig. S2). Moreover, activation-induced expression of
CD69 (and CD25) was transient on recently activated influenza-
specific CD8+ T cells within the medLN, and CD103 expression
first appeared on CD8+ T cells within the i.v.neg fraction of the
lung, rather than the medLN (Fig. 5, E and G). These ob-
servations indicate that the TRM differentiation program is in-
duced in the lung rather than the draining LN. Collectively, these
experiments indicated several criteria regarding the formation
of medLN TRM: (a) local inflammation is insufficient to generate
medLN TRM, (b) antigen specificity played an essential role in
TRM differentiation but not maintenance, (c) recruitment into
the lung does not forecast medLN TRM formation, and (d)medLN
TRM develop only after corresponding TRM-phenotype CD8+

T cells are present in the upstream tissue, suggesting that this
differentiation program is not acquired in the LN.

Using IF microscopy, we next asked whether P14 cells elicited
into the lungs 18 d after contemporaneous infection were dif-
ferentially localized with respect to their OT-I cell counterparts
(Fig. 5 H). A portion of the lung was reserved for flow cytometry
to confirm that P14 and OT-1 cells were phenotypically dissim-
ilar with respect to canonical TRM markers, as previously ob-
served (Fig. 5 I). When analyzing serial lung sections, we
identified abundant influenza-specific OT-I cells interspersed
within Epcam1+ airway epithelium. Comparatively, LCMV-specific
P14 cells were underrepresented in airway epithelium, despite
distribution throughout other regions of the lung (Fig. 5 J and
not depicted). No apparent differences in localization were
observed in the medLN after contemporaneous infection (Fig. 5 K).
These observations inspired the hypothesis that the decision to be-
come medLN TRM may have occurred in the lung; if so, that would
suggest migration of TRM or their precursors occurs from lung to
draining LN following a primary immune response.

CD8+ T cells bearing residency markers are abundant within
airway epithelium and appear to migrate to medLN via
lymphatics
The observation that LCMV-specific cells that were recruited
into the lung failed to access airway epithelium or express CD103

suggested that the airway epithelium might be a crucial TRM

induction site. Supporting this hypothesis, dense aggregates of
CD103+ Ly6Clo influenza-specific cells could be found within and
surrounding Epcam1+ airway epithelium by IF microscopy 18 d
after infection (Fig. 6 A). In contrast, CD103− Ly6Chi cells were
localized away from the epithelium, in stromal regions also oc-
cupied by both blood (CD31+) and lymphatic (Lyve1+) vessels.
Lyve1+ lymphatic vessels abutted Epcam1+ airway epithelium,
and we observed occasional influenza-specific CD8+ T cells
within these vessels (Fig. 6 B). Intralymphatic cells were often
CD103+ and Ly6Clo; however, we did not analyze enough cells to
confidently enumerate this phenotype by IF microscopy (Fig. 6
C). Nevertheless, these data suggested to us that TRM-phenotype
cells might egress from the lung through lymphatic conduits to
later occupy the draining medLN. Indeed, abundant CD103+

Ly6Clo influenza-specific CD8+ T cells could be found in or near
Lyve1+ vessels within the subcapsular sinus and interfollicular
areas of the medLN (Fig. 6 D). The location of these Lyve1+

vessels corresponded with regions of the LN associated with
afferent (tissue-draining) lymphatics (Reynoso et al., 2019).

Retrograde migration from the lung supplies medLN TRM
Histological analysis suggested that medLN were emigrating
from the upstream tissue via lymphatic conduits. However, we
aimed to formally test whether T cells within the lung engen-
dered medLN TRM through a more stringent flow cytometry–
based approach.We found that administration of 1 µg of α-Thy1.1
antibody i.p. (HIS51, BD Pharmagen) efficiently eliminated
memory P14 cells from blood, lung vasculature, spleen, and all
LNs (regardless of TRM phenotype) while leaving those in the
lung parenchyma protected (Fig. 7, A and B; and not depicted).
As in previous studies using this approach (Schenkel et al.,
2013), we used MHC class I tetramer staining to confirm that
the inability to detect blood-borne P14 cells 4 d after treatment
was a consequence of P14 cell depletion rather than blocking
Thy1.1 staining (data not shown). This approach allowed us to
test whether depleted medLN TRM would be reconstituted over
time, which would be congruent with migration from the un-
depleted lung. Thy1.1+ cells were depleted 30 d after PR8-gp33
infection. We found that P14 cells remained efficiently depleted
from all LNs examined, including the medLN, 4 d after α-Thy1.1
antibody treatment. However, over the following month, P14
cells reappeared almost exclusively in the medLN. It was notable
that a greater fraction of these newcomers were CD103+ com-
pared with the total P14 cell population isolated from the medLN
of undepleted infection-matched mice (Fig. 7 C, day 30 white vs.
blue bar). These observations lent further support to the hy-
pothesis that medLN TRM arise from T cells that emigrate from
the lung and indicate that this process occurs for weeks to
possibly months after clearance of the infection. We term this
retrograde migration. Moreover, many emigrants appear to be
retained within the draining medLN rather than immediately
rejoining the circulation. In other words, a residence program
was preserved. We next treated mice with α-Thy1.1 antibody (as
in Fig. 7, B and C) earlier (16 d) after infection to test whether
retrograde migration was more pronounced during the con-
traction phase of the primary immune response (Fig. 7 D). Here
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Figure 5. Evidence that antigen in the lung is required for medLN TRM formation. (A and B) Staggered (A) and contemporaneous (Contemp.; B) approach
for recruiting LCMV-specific cells into the inflamed lung. (C) Representative flow cytometry plots of LCMV-specific (gray) or influenza-specific (red) CD8+

T cells gated on the i.v.neg fraction isolated from lung or medLN after staggered infection. (D) Frequency of LCMV-specific (gray) and influenza-specific (red)
cells within the i.v.neg fraction of the lung or medLN that coexpressed integrin-β7 and CD103 following staggered or contemporaneous infection modalities.
Numbers above the bars represent days after infection for either LCMV-specific (gray) or PR8-ova–specific (red) CD8+ T cells. Data collected over two in-
dependent experiments (n = 8). Bars represent mean ± SEM. **, P < 0.01; ****, P < 0.0001 as determined by unpaired Student’s t test. (E–G) Dynamics of CD69
and CD25 expression on P14 and OT-1 cells within the medLN following infection with PR8-gp33 (E) or PR8-ova (F) at the indicated time points. Expression of
CD69 and/or CD103 in the indicated tissue among transgenic i.v.neg CD8+ T cells after PR8-gp33 (E, right plots, day 5) or PR8-ova (G, day 8). Mice received 5 ×
105 transgenic CD8+ T cells before infection to detect cells in the medLN at early time points. (H–K)Mice were contemporaneously challenged with LCMV i.p.
and PR8-ova i.n. (as in B), and OT-I (red) and P14 (gray) cells were examined 18 d later. Spec., specific. (I) Phenotype by flow cytometry. Numbers in quadrants
represent mean ± SEM from a three-mouse experiment performed twice with similar results (Fig. S2). (J and K) Distribution of influenza- and LCMV-specific
cells by IF microscopy in the lung (J; enlarged images on right) and medLN (K). Scale bars represent 50 µm in J and 300 µm in K.
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we noted significant repopulation of medLN (but not other LNs
or spleen) between day 18 and 20–30 of PR8 infection (days 2 to
4–12 after P14 cell depletion; Fig. 7 E and not depicted). P14 cells
continued to accumulate exclusively in themedLN between days
12 and 30 after infection. Ki67 staining indicated that repopulating
cells had not undergone recent cell division, further indicat-
ing a process of retrograde migration, and highlighting that
this process was even more pronounced early after infection
than later (Fig. 7, B–F).

We next determined whether we could visualize cells in the
act of retrograde migration. We first isolated medLN-associated
lymphatics frommice infected 16 d earlier with PR8-gp33 (Fig. 8
A). By flow cytometry, these vessels were highly enriched for
the subset of P14 cells that were Thy1.1bright, expressing canon-
ical markers of TRM including CD103+, CD69+, and Ly6Clo (Fig. 8
B). Additionally, the abundance of TRM-phenotype cells signifi-
cantly increased within the medLN and associated lymphatics
over a 9-d period spanning days 12–21 after infection (Fig. 8 C).
In thin histological sections, Ly6Clo P14 cells were also identified
within podoplanin+ lymphatic vessels surrounding the medLN
(Fig. 8 D). We next used clearing-enhanced 3D imaging (Ce3D) of

the medLN and intact associated lymphatic vessels (Li et al.,
2017). As shown in Fig. 8 E, CD103+ P14 cells were present
within medLN-associated lymphatics (Video 1). These further
supported the hypothesis that medLN TRM result from retro-
grade migration from the lung. Confirming this interpretation,
when P14 cells were depleted from mice infected 16 d earlier
with PR8, newcomer P14 cells (present 4 d later) could be ob-
served in or near podoplanin+ vessels and within subcapsular
sinus or interfollicular regions that, based on LN orientation, are
associated with afferent lymphatics (Fig. 8 F; Reynoso et al.,
2019). Fig. 8 G shows that P14 cells putatively repopulating
medLN are Ly6Clo (top row undepleted, bottom row 4 d after
depletion). We conclude that lung T cells that have adopted (or
have become committed to adopt) signatures of TRM differenti-
ation undergo retrograde migration from the lung and establish
residence within the draining medLN.

medLN TRM durably increase regional memory
Durable maintenance is a defining function of memory T cells.
We found that there was a lag between the appearance of CD103+

cells within the medLN compared with the lung (Fig. 9 A)

Figure 6. CD8+ T cells bearing residency markers are abundant within airway epithelium and appear to migrate to medLN via lymphatics. (A)
Localization of antigen-specific CD8+ T cells in the lungs of mice infected 18 d earlier with influenza virus revealed abundant CD103+ Ly6Clo cells within and
surrounding Epcam1+ airway epithelium. (B) Characterization of blood vessels (BV), lymphatic vessels (LV), and airway epithelium (AW) in the lungs of
influenza-immune mice. Blood vessels typically costained with CD31 and Lyve1, while lymphatic vessels stained solely with Lyve1. Arrow highlights an antigen-
specific CD8+ T cell within the lumen compartment of the lymphatic vessel. (C) Lymphatic vessels were commonly found abutting airway epithelium (also
observed in B). Arrow highlights an antigen-specific CD103+ CD8+ T cell traversing the lymphatic endothelium. Regions of airway epithelium contacting Lyve1+

lymphatic vessels were often sparse for antigen-specific CD8+ T cells. (D) Representative IF microscopy of the medLN of a mouse infected 18 d earlier with
PR8-ova. Note antigen-specific CD103+ Ly6Clo CD8+ T cells potentially infiltrating medLN through regions of the LN associated with afferent lymphatics and
colocalizing with Lyve1 staining. Numbers orient regions of the medLN enlarged below. Antigen-specific cell staining was removed from the right duplicate
images to better display the CD103+ Ly6Clo phenotype. Scale bars represent 50 µm (A–C) or 200 µm (D). Representative images are from at least three sections
per tissue, per mouse, of three or more individual mice.
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consistent with the origin of medLN TRM in the upstream tissue.
However, once present in the medLN, CD103 expression was
durably maintained (Fig. 9 B). medLN hypertrophy was also
noted at all time points analyzed (Fig. 9 C). We observed a
precipitous contraction of virus-specific memory CD8+ T cells
within the lung, in agreement with other reports, but little
contraction in the medLN (Fig. 9, D and E). These observations
support a model by which retrograde migration results in the
displacement of T cell immunity from the lung to the afferent
LN. This mechanism may preserve a component of regional
immunity, albeit not directly at the site of influenza infection of
respiratory epithelium. It also indicates pliancy in the homeo-
stasis of lung-draining lymphoid tissue. medLN TRM were not
senescent or terminally differentiated, as they proliferated and
lost CD103 expression following either in vitro peptide restimulation

or adoptive transfer and subsequent i.p. LCMV infection
(Fig. S3). medLN P14 TRM also underwent robust prolifera-
tion after secondary i.n. infection with vaccinia virus ex-
pressing gp33 (Fig. S4).

It has been proposed that lung immunity wanes. It has also
been reported that lung memory T cells express elevated levels
of inhibitory receptors that limit their pathogenic capacity
(Hombrink et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2019); indeed, the potential
for immunopathology at delicate sites of gas exchange is one
proposed explanation for why the lung may not durably retain
TRM. We confirmed PD-1 expression on lung memory P14 cells
even 85 d after PR8 infection. However, medLN P14 cells did not
retain PD-1, suggesting they may be alternatively regulated with
respect to their lung counterparts (Fig. 9 F). Indeed, while cells
from all locations appeared competent to express IFNγ and TNFα

Figure 7. Evidence that retrograde migration from lung supplies medLN TRM. (A) 30 d after influenza infection, Thy1.1+ P14-bearing mice were treated
with 1 µg α-Thy1.1 depleting antibody or IgG2a (control), then analyzed 4 d later for the compartmentalization and phenotype of remaining P14 cells. (B) As in
A, except the frequency of P14 cells among total activated CD8+ T cells was assessed 4 or 30 d later. Data are graphed as percentage Thy1.1+ (P14) of CD44+

CD8+ T cells. *, P < 0.05 as determined by Student’s t test. (C) CD103 expression among P14 cells isolated from medLN in B, comparing Thy1.1-treated mice
(blue) to control IgG2a-treated mice at the indicated time points after antibody treatment. Data are combined from three independent experiments with 8–12
mice per group. **, P < 0.01 as determined by one-way ANOVA. (D and E)Mice were treated with α-Thy1.1 antibody 16 d after influenza infection, and P14 cells
were enumerated 2, 4–12, and 30 d later. Data are pooled from two independent experiments. Numbers above bars indicate replicates per group. Endo. (total
non-P14 endogenous CD8+ T cells) serves as a control Thy1.1neg population. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01 as determined by an unpaired Student’s t test comparing
D2 after depletion to days 4–12 and day 30 after depletion. Similar results were observed in a third independent experiment comparing medLN P14 cell
abundance 4 and 30 d after D16 depletion (n ≥ 4, P = 0.038; not depicted). (F) Ki67 staining of P14 cells recovered from the medLN in α-Thy1.1–treated and
control mice. Bars represent mean ± SEM.
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Figure 8. Visualizing retrograde migration. (A and B) Representative example of the medLN (blue shade) and medLN-associated lymphatics (red shade)
dissected out for flow cytometric analysis 16 d after P14 transfer and i.n. PR8 infection. (C) Frequency of P14 cells expressing a CD103+ Ly6Clo phenotype
isolated from medLN (left) or associated lymphatic vessels (right) 12–21 d after infection with PR8-gp33 (n = 5 or 6 mice per time point). Bars represent mean ±
SEM. ***, P < 0.001 as determined by Student’s t test comparing day 12 to day 21. (D) 18 d after P14 cell transfer and i.n. PR8-gp33 infection, IF microscopy of
the medLN and associated lymphatic vessels. Arrows indicates Ly6Clo P14 cell in lymphatic vessels. Scale bar represents 500 µm. (E) Ce3D and two-photon
microscopy of the medLN and associated lymphatics 16 d after PR8 infection (Video 1). Scale bar represents 200 µm. (F)Mice infected with influenza virus 16 d
earlier were treated with α-Thy1.1–depleting antibody and compared with untreated (No Tx) controls 4 d later. Numbers in top right image indicate regions
enlarged in the panels below. Scale bars represent 200 µm. (G) As in F, Ly6Clo P14 cells could be identified at the medLN periphery and directly within medLN-
associated lymphatics (marked by asterisk) in both untreated mice (top) and mice treated 4 d earlier with α-Thy1.1–depleting antibody (bottom). Arrows
highlight influenza-specific cells that are Ly6Clo/neg. Scale bars represent 50 µm. Representative images are from at least three sections per tissue, per mouse,
of three or more individual mice.
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upon restimulation, medLN TRM uniquely maintained granzyme
B expression (unlike lung or other SLOs; Fig. 9, F–H). We ad-
dressed sublocalization within the medLN histologically. Al-
though P14 cells were evident throughout the medLN in mice
infected 120 d earlier with influenza virus (Fig. 9 I), those near
the follicles or in the subcapsular region appeared to be

Thy1.1bright (closed arrowheads), while those associated with the
medullary sinus appeared to be Thy1.1dim (open arrowheads).
This may indicate even further complexity of regional immune
surveillance by CD8+ T cells within the medLN.

Taken together, these data support a model by which con-
traction of lung TRM may be partially counterbalanced by their

Figure 9. medLN TRM durably increase regional memory. P14 cells were transferred to naive mice, followed by PR8-gp33 influenza virus infection i.n.
(A and B) Dynamics of CD103 and ITGβ7 expression among P14 cells isolated from medLN and lung. Numbers in A represent fold difference between lung and
medLN. *, P < 0.05; ***, P < 0.001 as determined by an unpaired Student’s t test. (C) Comparison of medLN size between naive mice and mice infected 120 d
earlier with PR8-gp33. (D and E) Enumeration of ITGβ7+ CD103+ P14 cells isolated from the lung and medLN. Data representative of at least four mice per time
point. Error bars represent mean ± SEM. (F and G) PD-1 and granzyme B expression on memory P14 cells isolated from the indicated tissues 85 d after
infection, as determined by flow cytometry. Similar results were obtained from mice analyzed 30 d earlier. (H) As in F, percentage of P14 cells that produce
both IFNγ and TNFα after 4-h ex vivo peptide restimulation. Bars represent mean ± SEM. (I) IF imaging of the medLN 120 d after PR8-gp33 infection. Closed
arrowheads indicate bright Thy1.1 staining; open arrowheads indicate less intense Thy1.1 staining.
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repositioning into the draining LN, resulting in a durable aug-
mentation in regional, but not frontline, mucosal immunity.

Discussion
Tissue residency (TRM) is a mechanism for regionalizing im-
munosurveillance through the biasing of memory T cell distri-
bution to specific sites most associated with exposure to
infection. While CD8+ TRM are hypothesized to be long-lived in
most tissues, it has beenwell documented that lung TRM undergo
rapid attrition after resolution of influenza infection in mice.
Similar observations have been made after Sendai infection in
mice (Ely et al., 2006; Hikono et al., 2007; Hogan et al., 2001) or
after respiratory syncytial virus infection in humans (Jozwik
et al., 2015), suggesting this may be a general feature of the
lung. Proposed explanations include a predilection for local
T cell death, removal of T cells via the mucociliary elevator,
limited interstitial space that may constrain cellular carrying
capacity, an extensive vascular network that may afford addi-
tional mechanisms of pulmonary surveillance, and an immu-
nosuppressive environment that discourages local T cell proliferation
and perhaps sustained retention of memory cells (Borron et al.,
1998; Reagin and Klonowski, 2018; Van Braeckel-Budimir and
Harty, 2017). Indeed, efficient gas exchange depends on delicate
architecture and is inflammation intolerant. Waning T cell im-
munity within the respiratory tract may safeguard a particularly
vulnerable tissue against damaging immune responses directed
against microbes and innocuous environmental antigens that
access the airways in the estimated 4 × 108 liters of air inhaled
over the average human lifespan.

The results of our current study, based on parabiosis, subset-
specific depletion, imaging, and lymphatic cell isolation and
phenotyping, demonstrate an additional mechanism by showing
that attrition of T cell memory in the lung is contemporized by
retrograde migration, and that a substantive fraction of emi-
grants retain a residency program within the draining medLN.
This process may provide a means for durably augmenting re-
gionalized T cell memory, albeit not at the immediate front lines
of typical pathogen exposure within the respiratory mucosa.
This strategy may be less effective at contributing to rapid
protection but may be an evolved compromise that mitigates the
potential for reactivated T cell–driven immunopathology after
elevated pulmonary innate immunity subsides.

Our data indicate that TRM precursors leave the lung despite
having up-regulated markers associated with retention. More-
over, bystander cells recruited into the inflamed lung failed to
form TRM in either the lung or medLN. In our interpretation,
these data favor a model in which recently activated T cells are
programmed to undergo TRM differentiation within regions of
the lung itself (perhaps including infected sites within epithe-
lium), rather than adopting a TRM differentiation program in the
LN. It should be noted that this model is different from previ-
ously proposed models attributing the presence of CD69+ cells in
the medLN to circulatingmemory cells transiently activated by a
depot of residual antigen (Lee et al., 2011; Takamura et al., 2010;
Zammit et al., 2006). While respiratory infections can result in
persistent antigen, in our study, removal of TCR expression did

not diminish maintenance of CD69 expression or the retention
of memory CD8+ T cells within the medLN. Our findings also
suggest that medLN TRM are durably maintained in the medLN
without significant displacement or turnover from new retro-
grade migrants, because P14 cells did not repopulate other LNs
over a 30-d period following α-Thy1.1 antibody depletion. With
enough time, it may be possible that medLN TRM lose expression
of canonical residency markers and rejoin the circulating pool.
However, we failed to observe any significant attrition of CD103+

P14 cells in either the lung or medLN 30–120 d after PR8-gp33
infection, suggesting durable retention within the medLN for at
least 4 mo after infection.

This study raises several questions related to (a) the mech-
anisms of tissue egress, (b) the dynamics of commitment to
tissue residency, and (c) the function of LN TRM. Addressing the
last question would benefit from the development of techniques
that deplete all circulating cells and lung TRM while preserving
medLN TRM. We did observe that medLN TRM retained gran-
zyme B, suggesting that they may be poised for cytolytic func-
tion in LN upon reinfection. This does not rule out the
hypothesis that medLN TRM might have an enhanced capacity to
repopulate TRM within the lung after restimulation, contribute
to protection of the LN itself, or help accelerate recall responses
by recirculating T cells (Brewitz et al., 2017).

This study began with the observation that a substantial
portion of influenza-specific memory CD8+ T cells in the medLN
bearing canonical residency markers expressed Thy1.1bright,
similarly to those in upstream respiratory tissues. We found
additional examples in the literature of discrepancies in Thy1.1
staining on cells isolated from NLT versus SLO (Khan et al.,
2016; Wein et al., 2019). The biological significance of ex-
pressing elevated Thy1.1 requires further investigation, but
nevertheless, a Thy1.1bright phenotype might provide a useful
tool for discriminating TRM from i.v.neg TEM transiently occu-
pying NLT. Indeed, influenza-specific Thy1.1dim memory P14
cells recovered from the i.v.neg fraction of the lung lacked TRM-
associated markers and were CD62Lneg.

It remains unclear whether retrograde migration is a lung-
specific phenomenon or a more generalizable feature of local
infection. The propinquity of airway epithelium harboring
abundant CD103+ Ly6Clo CD8+ T cells to lymphatic vessels
serving as ameans of tissue egress suggests that the proximity of
locally infected parenchymal cells with draining lymphatics may
be required for retrograde migration to occur. However, CD8+

TRM have been observed in many LNs throughout the mouse
after primary viscerotropic LCMV infection (Schenkel et al.,
2014), albeit at much lower frequencies than observed in the
medLN in this study (the proportion of medLN TRM was quite
high). Local recall in the skin or reproductive mucosa enhances
TRM in the draining node, and it was shown that these cells did
emigrate from NLT, although whether they were formally res-
ident could not be concluded (Beura et al., 2018). This suggests a
common upstream NLT origin for LN TRM, perhaps particularly
notable in the lung after primary infections, but expansible in
any downstream LN after iterative T cell stimulation. This bi-
ology may have convenient ramifications that could be exploited
as a means to better understand the antigenic landscape of a
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particular tissue by cataloguing the specificity of LN TRM con-
tained within its draining LN. That is, analyzing TRM-phenotype
T cells may provide a TCR fingerprint of the upstream tissue’s
infectious past. Unlike circulating cells that exhibit unbiased
distribution, LN TRM would reflect regional experience. Thus,
LN TRM could accelerate epitope discovery for pathogens, and
this may apply to tumors and the development of chimeric an-
tigen receptor T cells.

In summary, this study demonstrates that contraction of lung
CD8+ T cell responses after influenza virus infection is con-
temporized by the repositioning of TRM to regional lymphoid
tissue, where they can be maintained independently of tonic
antigen. Models of LN immune surveillance, which has long
focused on recirculation, will have to incorporate the phenom-
enon of residence that augments the preponderance of memory
T cells that responded to regional infections (Butcher and Picker,
1996; Gowans and Knight, 1964; von Andrian and Mackay,
2000). Future studies should explore the fate and functions of
these populations in the event of local reinfection and evaluate
their usefulness as a tool for understanding the antigenic history
of the upstream tissue they once occupied.

Materials and methods
Mice
C57BL/6J (B6) mice were purchased from the Jackson Laboratory
and were maintained in specific pathogen–free conditions at the
University of Minnesota. Thy1.1+ P14 (Pircher et al., 1989) and
CD45.1+ OT-I (Hogquist et al., 1994) mice were fully backcrossed
to C57BL/6J mice and maintained in our animal colony. TracFL

mice (Polic et al., 2001) and ub-CreERT2 mice (Ruzankina et al.,
2007) were provided by the laboratory of Dr. Kristin Hogquist
(University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN). P14 CD8+ T cell
transgenic mice, Thy1.1 B6 mice, and CD45.1 mice were main-
tained in-house. Both female and male mice were used in ex-
periments. All micewere used in accordancewith the Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committees guidelines at the University of
Minnesota.

Adoptive transfers, infections, bead enrichment, and in vitro
peptide stimulations
P14 and OT-1 immune chimeras were generated by transferring
5 × 104 CD8+ T cells of either genotype into naive C57BL/6J mice,
followed by i.n. infection with 500 PFU PR8-gp33 or 40 PFU
PR8-ova (i.n.) 1 d later. R.A. Langlois made recombinant influ-
enza viruses. Alternatively, mice were infected with 2 × 105 PFU
Armstrong (i.p.) 1 d after cell transfer. For contemporaneous
infections, mice were given 2.5 × 104 P14 and OT-1 cells and
infected 1 d later.Where noted, CD8+ T cells were enriched using
a negative-isolation kit (StemCell Technologies) supplemented
with biotinylated Ly6C (1A8) antibody to remove circulating
memory P14 cells. For in vitro peptide stimulations, cells were
cultured for 4 h at 37°C in restimulation buffer (RPMI 1640
supplemented with 10% FBS, L-glutamine, sodium pyruvate,
penicillin/streptomycin, Hepes, nonessential amino acids, and
β-mercaptoethanol) containing 1× Golgi-plug (BD) and gp33
peptide (New England Peptide) at a final concentration of 0.2

µg/ml. For in vitro proliferation assays, cells were labeled with
the cell tracking dye CellTracker Violet (Thermo Fisher Scien-
tific) and cultured for 68 h at 37°C with 2 × 105 congenically
distinct feeder cells in medium containing 0.66 µg/ml gp33
peptide.

Parabiosis, tamoxifen treatment, and Thy1.1 depletion
Parabiosis surgery was done as previously described (Steinert
et al., 2015). Percentage residency was calculated using the
formula % residency = 100 × [1 – (no. of P14 cells in naive par-
abiont organ × 2)/(no. of P14 cells in naive + immune parabiont
organ)]. Tamoxifen was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (T5648)
and administered to mice i.p. at a dose of 75 mg/kg every 24 h
over five consecutive days. αThy1.1 depleting antibody (HIS51,
BD Pharmagen; 554892) was delivered i.p. at a dose of 1 µg/
mouse in 200 µl of PBS. Depletion was confirmed by flow cy-
tometric analysis of peripheral blood 18 h after treatment.

Intravascular labeling, cell isolation, flow cytometry, and
cell sorting
Intravascular staining was used to discriminate cells present
in the vasculature from tissue parenchyma, as previously de-
scribed (Anderson et al., 2012). Briefly, 3 µg of biotinylated
αCD8β antibody (YTS156.7.7) was injected retroorbitally into
mice 3 min before sacrifice. Mice were bled via saphenous vein
puncture 30 s before sacrifice to confirm productive i.v. labeling.
For lung cell isolation, bronchoalveolar lavage fluid was first
collected in three 1-ml lavages with cold PBS followed by re-
moval of themedLN and any associated lymphatic vessels. Lungs
were excised, minced, and digested in Collagenase I (Sigma-Al-
drich) for 1 h before mechanical dissociation via gentleMACS
Dissociator (Miltenyi Biotec) twice. Lung homogenates were
passed through a 70-µm filter and enriched on a Percoll gradi-
ent. Isolated mouse cells were stained with antibodies against
CD8α (53-6.7), CD8β (YTS156.7.7), CD90.1 (OX-7), CD90.1
(HIS51), CD45.1 (A20), CD103 (M290), CD69 (H1.2F3), CD25
(PC61), CD44 (IM7), CD62L (MEL-14), Ly6C (1A8), PD1 (RMP1-
30), and integrin-β7 (FIB504). Intracellular staining was per-
formed using the Foxp3/Transcription Factor Staining Buffer
Kit (Tonbo Biosciences) with antibodies against Ki67 (SolA15),
IFNγ (XMG1.2), TNFα (MP6-XT22), and Granzyme B (GB12).
Ghost Dye (Tonbo Biosciences) was used to discriminate dead
cells by flow cytometry. Enumeration of cells was done using
Polybead Polystyrene 10-µm microspheres (Polysciences).
Stained samples were acquired with LSRII or LSR Fortessa flow
cytometers (BD) and analyzed with FlowJo software (TreeStar).
TRM (CD45.2neg CD8+ CD44+ CD103+) and central memory
T cells (CD45.2neg CD8+ CD44+ CD103neg) populations were
sorted from the medLN of PR8-gp33 immune chimeras using a
BD FACSAria II.

IF microscopy
Harvested murine tissues were embedded in the optimum
cutting temperature tissue freezing medium and frozen in a
2-methyl butane liquid bath. Frozen blocks were cut on a Leica
cryostat to prepare 7-µm-thick sections. Slides were stained
with antibodies against CD8β (YTS156.7.7), CD8α (53-6.7),
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CD90.1 (OX-7), CD45.1 (A20), CD103 (M290) Lyve1 (polyclonal;
Novus), Podoplanin (8.1.1), CD31 (MEC13.3), Epcam1 (G8.8), and
Ly6C (1A8). IFmicroscopywas performed using a Leica DM6000
B microscope. Counterstaining with Sytox Green (Thermo
Fisher Scientific) or DAPI was done to detect nuclei where
indicated.

Ce3D and two-photon microscopy
LN and lymphatics were harvested and fixed with BD Cytofix/
Cytoperm diluted 1:4 in PBS overnight at 4°C. Fixed tissues were
incubated for ≥8 h in blocking buffer containing 1% BSA and
0.3% Triton X-100 in PBS at 37°C. Tissues were then incubated
with directly conjugated antibodies diluted 1:100 in blocking
buffer for ≤2 d at 37°C on a shaker. Stained samples werewashed
with PBS containing 0.2% Triton X-100 and 1-thioglycerol
(0.5%) for 12–24 h at 24°C or 37°C. Tissue was cleared us-
ing Ce3D as previously described (Li et al., 2017). In brief,
N-methylacetamide prepared to 40% (vol/vol) in PBS was used
to dissolve Histodenz to 86% (wt/vol) concentration (∼1.455 g
Histodenz per 1 ml of 40% N-methylacetamide) inside a
chemical fume hood, with the mixture incubated at 37°C, and
dissolution was expedited using a stir bar and plate. Triton X-
100 (0.1% vol/vol) and 1-thioglycerol (0.5% vol/vol) were added
to the clearing solution. Stained tissues were placed in the Ce3D
medium and incubated for ∼24 h at room temperature on a
rotor. Stained and cleared tissue was mounted in fresh Ce3D
medium with an adhesive silicone rubber spacer and tightly
covered with a glass coverslip. Cleared tissue was imaged by
tiling Z-stacks with confocal laser scanning microscopy on a
Leica SP5. A 25× water-immersion coverslip-corrected objec-
tive was used to capture images with an XY voxel size of 971
nm, 5 µm step size, and 1-A.U. pinhole. 3D reconstructions were
done using Imaris (Bitplane) software v9.2.1, and GFP+ P14 cells
were displayed through a surface mask.

Statistical analysis
An unpaired Student’s t test was used when comparing two
groups. One-way ANOVAwith Tukey’s multiple comparison test
was used when comparing more than two groups. All bar graphs
represent mean ± SEM. P < 0.05 was considered significant.
Statistical analysis was done in Prism (GraphPad Software).
Sample size was chosen based on previous experience. No
sample exclusion criteria were applied, and investigators were
not blinded.

Online supplemental material
Fig. S1 demonstrates that both staggered and contemporaneous
infection modalities recruit abundant LCMV-specific P14 cells
into the lung parenchyma 12 d after PR8-ova infection. Fig. S2
depicts an experiment to test whether cognate antigen recog-
nition within the medLNwas sufficient to drive the formation of
medLN TRM during priming. Fig. S3 shows that medLN TRM can
proliferate after in vitro or in vivo antigen restimulation. Fig. S4
demonstrates that unmanipulated medLN TRM proliferate after
secondary i.n. infection. Video 1 shows the medLN and associ-
ated lymphatics from a mouse infected 16 d earlier with PR8-
gp33. Corresponding still images are displayed in Fig. 8 E.
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Supplemental material

Figure S1. PR8 infection recruits LCMV-specific cells to the lung. (A) Staggered and contemporaneous (Contemp.) infection strategy. SAC, sacrifice.
(B) LCMV alone (black circles) indicate i.v.neg P14 cells in the lung 40–60 d after i.p. LCMV. After the staggered infection modality, 30 d after LCMV infection,
mice received OT-I cells and PR8-ova i.n. 12 d later. OT-I (red) and P14 (gray) cells were enumerated in lung. Contemporaneous infection similarly recruited
abundant LCMV-specific P14 cells into the lung early after infection (day 12); however, their maintenance was not sustained by 42 d after infection. Data
representative of four mice per group from one of two independent experiments. Spc, specific.

Figure S2. Intranasal LCMV antigen was not sufficient to induce medLN TRM after i.p. LCMV infection. (A) Strategy for determining if local antigen
presentation in the medLN could drive the formation of medLN TRM de novo. Mice were seeded with P14 and OT-I cells and contemporaneously infected with
LCMV i.p. and PR8-ova i.n. ± 3 µg gp33 peptide within the i.n. PR8-ova inoculum. SAC, sacrifice; Spec., specific. (B) Cotransferred transgenic T cells (both P14
and OT-I are Vα2+). (C) Ratio of P14 to OT-I cells ± i.n. gp33 peptide (log2 scale). Solid line indicates 1:1 ratio. While P14 and OT-I cells were similarly expanded
in circulation, LCMV-specific cells were underrepresented in the medLN and i.v.neg respiratory tissues. (D) Phenotyping of P14 and OT-I cells recovered from
the spleen or medLN of contemporaneously challenged mice given i.n. gp33 peptide at time of infection as in C. n = 3 without gp33; n = 4 with gp33. Bars
represent mean ± SEM.
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Figure S3. Evidence that medLN TRM can participate in a secondary response. (A) In vitro proliferation of bead-enriched, Ly6Cneg medLN P14 cells
compared with Ly6C+ P14 cells pooled from peripheral (Periph.) LNs. Left: Ly6C phenotype of medLN P14 cells before (black) and after (red) bead enrichment.
Right: CTV dilution and phenotype of medLN TRM 68 h after in vitro peptide stimulation. Data are representative of two independent experiments.
(B) Congenically distinct circulating (CD103neg CD45.1) and resident (CD103+ Thy1.1) memory P14 cells were sorted from the medLN using an approach
obviating Thy1.1 (depleting) antibody. Host medLN CD8+ T cells were excluded based on CD45.2 expression. (C) Abundance of Thy1.1 and CD45.1 P14 cells in
the indicated tissues 7 d after systemic LCMV infection. (D) CD103 and integrin-β7 phenotype on CD45.1 and Thy1.1 P14 cells isolated from the indicated
tissues 7 and 60 d after systemic LCMV infection (n = 4). Error bars represent mean ± SEM.
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Video 1. Ce3D of themedLN and associated lymphatics of a mouse infected 16 d earlier with PR8-gp33. Isolated medLN and associated lymphatics were
made optically transparent as previously described (Li et al., 2017). Cleared tissue was imaged by tiling Z-stacks with confocal laser scanning microscopy (Leica
SP5). 3D reconstructions were done using Imaris (Bitplane) software v9.2.1, and GFP+ P14 cells were displayed through a surface mask. Green, GFP+ P14 CD8+

T cells; magenta, CD103; blue, Lyve1. Corresponding still images from this video are displayed in Fig. 8 E. Images are representative of three Ce3D-processed
tissue specimens comprising the lung, medLN, and medLN-associated lymphatics.

Figure S4. Unmanipulated medLN TRM proliferate after secondary lung challenge. (A) Influenza-immune mice were depleted of circulating P14 cells 16 d
after infection by injection of αThy1.1-depleting antibody. 75 d later, mice received infection-matched congenically distinct circulating memory P14 cells. Mice
were then rechallenged i.n. or transcervically with VV-gp33 1 d later. (B) P14 Thy1.1 cell abundance within blood 1 d before, 1 d after, and 30 d after αThy1.1
antibody depletion. (C) Phenotype of medLN P14 cells 75 d after αThy1.1 antibody depletion. Mice had received circulating CD45.1 P14 cells 1 d earlier.
(D) Percentage of Ki67+ cells among CD103neg, CD103+, and CD45.1 (circulating) medLN P14 cells 4 d after i.n. or t.c. VV-gp33 challenge. *, P < 0.05, as
determined by an unpaired Student’s t test comparing cells of the indicated phenotype after i.n. or transcervical rechallenge; ns, not significant. (E) As in D,
representative flow cytometry plots displaying the degree of proliferation among medLN P14 cells bearing a CD103+, CD69+, or Ly6Clo phenotype. Data are
pooled from two independent experiments (n = 9 for i.n. rechallenge; n = 6 for transcervical rechallenge). Error bars represent mean ± SEM.
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